
Nilgiri Hills Public School 

Winter Holidays Assignment (2021 -22) 

Class- III 

Parents are requested to submit the class work copies to the class teacher on the day of 

PTM i.e. 8th Jan,2022 (Report card showing day) 

Students have to do holiday assignment work in their class work copy of each subject i.e 

Eng., Hindi, Maths, Social Science, Science, Computers. Holiday assignment of Drawing 

& GK has to be done on sheets.  

 

English 

Q1. Describe the given picture in your own words. ( Atleast 5-6 lines) 

 
 

1. ______________________________________________________ 

      

2. ______________________________________________________ 

 

3. ______________________________________________________ 

 

4. ______________________________________________________ 

 

5. ______________________________________________________ 

 

6. ______________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q2. Below are words that have been misspelled. Write the correct spelling of the 

word in the blank. 

 

1. Recieve             ________________ 

 

2. Peopel                   _______________ 

 

3. Begining              _______________ 

 

4. Favorite                  _____________ 

 

5. Excitment           _______________ 

 

6. Beleive              ________________ 



 

7. Droped             ________________ 

8. Seperate      __________________ 

 

9. Acept            __________________ 

 

10. Occaisonally     ________________ 

 

 
MATHS 

 Q.1 In the word ‘MATHEMATICS’ what is the fraction of vowels? 

Q.2 If you add 168 to me , I will become 300. Who am I? 

Q.3 Tube light is an example of ____. (cuboid, cube, circle, cylinder) 

Q.4 Find the answer of (9+ 9+9) – (6+6+6) =? 

Q.5 Half of 100 + Half of 300 = ___. 

Q.6 How many times is 636 than 6? 

Q.7 From the following years, circle the leap year. 1992, 1994, 1996, 2008, 2012, 

2013, 2015 

Q.8 A number machine takes any number put into it, adds 20,then subtracts 10 and 

adds 8.If the number 13 is put into the machine , what number comes out? . 



 

Q.9 Write the numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 70 and 80 in the correct place so that each 

side of the square adds up to 150. 

   

50   

   

  Q.10 Number of line of segments in the following figure is_______.  

SCIENCE 

Rahul took 3 pots and labelled them as A, B and C. He filled pot A with sandy soil, 

pot B with clayey soil and pot C with loam. Then he sow three bean seeds in each pot 

and watered them daily but after 10 days he observed that the seeds have been grown 

in one pot only. He was puzzled. 

Q1: Which pot do you think in which seeds have grown? 

Q2: From this names the types of soil you have learnt? 

Q3: Why do you think we should protect our soil? 

Q4. Look at the pictures given below and fill in the blanks. 

a.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i. It causes _________ and _______. 

ii. It takes ______ hours to complete              

one ____________. 

iii. _________ hours make one day. 

 

b. 

i. It cause__________. 

ii. It takes ________ day to 

complete one _________. 

iii. _________ days make one year. 

 

Q5: Write down the names of 5 things from the given picture that need air and why? 



 

1. ________________________ 

2.  ________________________ 

3.  ________________________ 

4.   ________________________ 

5.  ________________________ 

Q6: Make a model of Earth. 

 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

 Melodious music 

Identify the music instruments given below and write their names in the blanks. 

 
1. G__T_                    4. V_ _ L_ _ 

2. D_U_                      5. T_ _M_ _T 

3. P_N_                       6. F_ _T_ 

 

JUST FOR FUN! 

I can be electric but I'm not a car. 

I have a long neck but I am not a giraffe. 

I am a musical instrument with six strings.  

I am a_______________ 

Take this quiz to see how much you know about music. Tick the correct answer.. 

1. What is a group of musicians who play together called? 

a) band b) group c) musician 

2. What are the words of a song called?  



a) words b) lyrics c) chords 

3. What is a song sung by two singers called? 

 a) solo b) dual c) duet 

4. Which instrument comes in three types acoustic, bass, and electric?  

a) guitar b) flute c) saxophone 

 

COMPUTERS 

A. Write the LOGO commands to draw the following figures.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Q.1 Identify the pictures of these great personalities given below. They all belong to Kolkata. 

Write their contribution in the society.  

 

                        
 

Q.2  On the political map of India, Mark the following features.  

i) Indian Ocean and Bay of Bengal. 

ii) Rivers : Yamuna, Ganga, Hooghly, tapi 



iii) Metropolitan cities: Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata.  

Q.3 Suppose you are going to visit Chennai, which tourist places you would like to see, make 

a list. 

Q.4  Have you ever tasted  South Indian food if not taste it now. 

 i) Compare the North Indian and South Indian food. 

ii)  What is the main difference between the two.  

 ii) Which one is your favourite food? 

 

DRAWING 

 

ACTIVITY-1  

TOPIC- BUTTON TREE 

Material Required- A4 Size sheet, Colorful Buttons, sketch pen, glue 

NOTE- NO NEED TO TAKE PRINT OUT. MAKE THIS ACTIVITY ON A4 SIZE SAPERATE 

SHEET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY-2 

TOPIC- DINOSOUR 

Material required- A4 size Black sheet, Newspaper, glue 

NOTE- NO NEED TO TAKE PRINT OUT. MAKE THIS ACTIVITY ON A4 SIZE SAPERATE 

SHEET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


